
Learning Objective:
• To investigate a topic for your Personal Investigation Project.

A. Personal Investigation Introduction

B. Brainstorm ideas:

1. Where to begin?
• Look at what you have done already in previous projects.
• Which elements would like to explore in more?
Techniques/ skills/ processes/ subjects / locations/ equipment 
• What new techniques and skills would you like to explore and develop?

2. Create a mind-map of initial ideas for your Personal Investigation topic/ question. 

Homework: 4 hours minimum.
Look in your Booklets for targets. 
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Getting Started on Your 
Personal Investigation

What do you know about it already?



What is it? 

The Personal Investigation is in two parts:

• A practical project in which you carry out a          
personal investigation based on an idea, issue, concept 
or theme.

• Written material which is linked to and supports your 
chosen focus for study. (1000-3000 words).



Base your PI on someone or something that 
really inspires you….
• You will be creating an in depth study into this subject, theme, concept or 

photographer.

• Make sure it is on something that really interests you to keep you 
motivated and to allow your passion for this subject to shine through.

• Keep your subject/ theme broad to allow space to explore and develop.

• Are there any new techniques you want to learn? Any 
artists/designers/photographers you want to find out more about?

This is your opportunity to choose what you want to do. Choose wisely!





Personal Investigation:
1. Remember, your project needs to show as many different skills and 
techniques as possible. Choose a topic that is fairly broad and will 
therefore allow you to do this. 

2. Choose a topic that you find interesting and exciting, you will be doing it for a 
while.

Ask Yourself:

• What types of photography do you find interesting/ exciting? 

• What are you good at/ enjoy doing?

• What techniques/ skills would you like to explore that you have not?

• Have you experimented in the dark room?

• Have you taken photos with an experimental camera?

Brainstorming Ideas:
Task 1:
Brain storm as many skills and techniques you can think of. What have you learnt so far on the course? Are 
there any techniques &/ or skills you would like to learn?
Task 2:
Brainstorm as many topic ideas as you can that you are interested in.









What makes and outstanding 
Personal Investigation?

• In-depth mind map of ideas (include: key themes, type of Photographer, 
methods they have  used, linking Photographers. Why do you want to look 
at this Photographer? Explain, show….)

• A visual mind map- a mood board, what do you want to LOOK at, do, copy, 
explore.

• Background of Photographer- (what inspired them, techniques used in 
detail!, key themes, where did they exhibit? Why? Beliefs, ) 

• Good images! Images of their work that INSPIRE YOU. Only put in 
photography you wouldn’t mind replicating. Copy these images! Discuss 
composition, equipment, mood, style, lighting, why you like it-be specific, 
in depth.

• Note-taking as you go – Brain storm ideas, camera setting, new equipment, 
concept. You can do this by hand or typed up on the computer

• Make links- what photographers are linked with them? Same techniques, 
location, movement, ideas?

• Visit the work in life, photograph the gallery/studio space. Record your 
interview or make notes. Video it if appropriate.



• Where are you going to take this research? What do you 
want to make create? Plan it, draw it, describe it with a 
selection of photos, Describe it with test shoots.

• Explore techniques!!! Try as many different 
techniques/mediums associated with the Photographer as 
you can and other ones you like as well.

• Working in the style of the Photographer – Be as 
authentic as you can, make notes of how you found this 
experience, what you discovered, what bits you 
liked/didn’t. Who else has worked in this way?

• Ask for help!  Teachers are not psychic. You must make it 
clear what your needs are so we can help you the best we 
can! We are busy but will always  help you as much as we 
can. 

• Ask Questions.  You might learn better verbally than on 
the computer, ask, talk, pester, make notes.



Along with a written essay, 1000-3000 words (with supporting images)



This excerpt from an 100% A Level Art Personal Study by Yantra Scott entitled

‘An investigation into gender roles in contemporary art‘ 

I first encountered Sarah Lucas whist briskly strolling through the crowded rooms 
of the Tate. Amongst oils and finely crafted sculpture my eyes were transfixed in 
a two-way glare with a slightly butch, totally intense woman, with eggs for 
*****. Ever since then I’ve been hooked.

It is evident that Yantra not only visited and 
viewed artwork in the flesh, but had a 
strong personal reaction to it. It could 
never be assumed that this segment had 
been reworded from a textbook: it is 
absolutely the words of a passionate high 
school Art student. Although Yantra uses 
coarse language within her study 
(something which should be emulated with 
caution) this project is an exceptional 
example of an intelligent and personal 
response to a topic.



Similarly, this quote from an 88% OCR A2 Art Personal Study (one of the 
examples given in the OCR A2 Art Exemplar Work – Personal Study document) 
shows a personal response integrated within the analysis of Damien Hurst’s 
work, illustrated below.

“ A study into conceptual art focusing on the work of Damien Hirst’

The glass is thick, so thick that it is intimidating. It is as if it is holding something 
terrible back. It makes you question the formaldehyde and query, what if the 
tank did break? The formaldehyde is not clear as I expected but is quite 
strongly coloured by a blue and green pigment. This colour is very clinical and 
has the connotations of a hospital…


